
TheFork identifies UK no-show hotspots, a phenomenon 
that has increased since reopening 

 

·    TheFork UK independent research reveals rise in ‘no-shows’ could cost 
UK restaurants owners £6.2M* over the next four weeks, as restrictions 

remain in place 

·    ‘Spread booking’ revealed as the cause behind in 19% rise in ‘no-shows’ 
across the UK 

·    Glasgow & Manchester top the league of UK’s ‘no-show’ hotspots 
alongside the Capital 

 

According to independent research conducted by TheFork, Europe’s leading restaurant 
booking platform, almost one-in-five (19%) Brits have admitted to failing to arrive for a 
restaurant reservation over the past four weeks, leading to a concerning rise in restaurant 

no-shows across the UK. To tackle this real issue within the restaurant sector, TheFork 
provides businesses with effective measures so their revenue stays untouched and their 
restaurant full. Indeed, TheFork has one of the lowest no-show rates (2.1%) versus other 
booking methods (4.6%) thanks to the measures put in place such as email and SMS 
reminders and a one click cancellation function.  

Since the return of in-door dining on May 17th, TheFork has measured a 237%* rise in 
bookings across the site which is an encouraging signal of recovery for the restaurant 
industry.  However, with some diners failing to attend an existing booking, Brits have cited 
‘spread booking’ as the number one reason for not showing up.  Spread booking is a new 
trend whereby consumers make reservations at multiple restaurants, to ensure they have 

options to choose from, but only intend to honour one of them. 

  

Research by TheFork has revealed 30% of respondents who failed to show up for a recent 
booking, had made more than one reservation for a restaurant at the exact same time slot, 
to avoid having nowhere to go, as hospitality venues are full so quickly under the current 
social distancing restrictions. 

  

The new ‘spread booking’ craze has had a vast impact on the hospitality industry so far. With 
the latest government announcement resulting in restrictions being imposed until at least 19 th 
July, TheFork has calculated the potential cost to UK restaurant owners to be £6.2m in lost 
revenue, if this ‘no-show’ trend continues at the same trajectory. 

  

TheFork has also revealed the cities in the UK where no-shows are most common, with 
diners in the capital the least likely to show up for their restaurant bookings. Patrons 
planning to eat out in both Glasgow and Manchester have also made a habit of failing to fulfil 
reservations, coming in second and third of the UKs restaurant no-show league. In 

https://www.thefork.co.uk/


comparison, the cities with the lowest proportion of no-shows have been revealed as 
Liverpool and Edinburgh. 

UK’s Top 10 Restaurant No-Show Hotspots 

1.       London 

2.       Glasgow 

3.       Manchester 

4.       Plymouth 

5.       Birmingham 

6.       Norwich 

7.       Newcastle 

8.       Belfast 

9.       Bristol 

10.   Cardiff 

  

Patrick Hooykaas, Managing Director at TheFork said: “It’s great to see demand for 
dining returning and reservations increasing across the country, but restaurants still face a 
huge challenge to get back on their feet. It is more important than ever that diners show their 
support for local businesses, and the biggest way they can do that is to only reserve the 
tables they really need. When diners no-show for a booking, it results in a loss of revenue 
that restaurants can ill afford. In the UK, it is costing businesses millions. Of course, there 
are times when diners have to change their plans and can’t fulfil a reservation, but when that 
happens our advice is to always give the restaurant as much notice as possible so they can 
offer the table to another customer.  It is also important that booking platforms play their part 
by not facilitating unfair behaviours such as spread booking. Here at TheFork, we do not 
allow customers to make more than one booking during the same time period on our site. 
The message from us is simple, if you do not plan to attend your restaurant booking, cancel. 
We can all do our bit to help get this important industry back on its feet.” 

With social distancing regulations still in place, many venues are operating at reduced 
capacity, and with demand outweighing table availability across many towns and restaurants 
across the UK, other no-show preventions from TheFork include: 

1.  Reminders - while confirming their reservations, customers will be reminded they must 
cancel if they are unable to make it via email and SMS. They will also receive a message on 
the day of their reservation as a reminder to cancel if they cannot make their booking. 

2.  Quick Cancellation – one-click on a phone or computer is all it takes for a customer to 
cancel a reservation on TheFork platform. It’s easy, saves time, and is good for both the 

client and the restaurant. 

3.    Customer Rating – TheFork offers restaurants the opportunity to use a reliability meter for 
each customer. Comments can be left notifying of a no-show so future restaurants are aware 
of the customer's past habits. 



 

Jade Ajwani, Manager, London Secret Garden at DoubleTree by Hilton London said: 
“Our industry has been blighted by no-shows since restrictions were lifted, which has had a 
huge knock on effect across our business. Not only does it lead to lost revenue, but it means 
our staff have their hours cut and food goes to waste. In normal times it is difficult enough to 
fill spaces at such short notice and given the safety concerns in operating a walk in policy at 
present, it is less likely that we are able to recoup the lost revenue. Now, more than ever, we 
need the public to get behind us, to get out and eat out as much as possible, but to also be 
considerate in their booking behaviour. We understand that things happen and life can get in 
the way so cancellations are common, but letting your restaurant know is a small gesture 
that can make a massive impact.” 

  

To discover dining inspiration and to make reservations visit www.thefork.co.uk or download 
TheForkapp from the Apple and Google app stores. 

  

-ENDS- 

  

Notes to editors 

*The booking data was measured using TheFork UK booking data between 12 th April – 14th 
June 2021. 

The research was carried out independently online by Censuswide. The survey was 
conducted between 25th June 2021 and 28th June 2021. The sample comprised of 2,004 UK 
adults. All research conducted adheres to the UK Market Research Society (MRS) code of 
conduct (2019). 

*Cost to UK restaurant owners figure was calculated using ONS data and data provided by 

TheFork UK  

 

   

 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/thefork-restaurants-bookings/id424850908
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lafourchette.lafourchette&hl=en_GB&gl=US
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.ons.gov.uk/aboutus/transparencyandgovernance/freedomofinformationfoi/numberofrestaurantstakeawayscafesbarsandpubsintheuk__;!!A1Yki2KVLpWc!qQiQB9ZWus5qzlHu3ezCe_v_jD9ytFHzUwJdz9V0S6G373RaGU9Qr0bLoB6VzM0$

